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THE PATIENT PROTECTION &
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (PPACA OR
OBAMACARE) AND ITS IMPACT IN 2014
By , Heidi Rib Brent, Esq.
This article is intended
to alert you to some of
the issues that will be
affecting individuals
and businesses. For
more specifics, contact
your accountants and
insurance professionals.
In last month’s
Newsletter, we identified
some of the impacts of
Obamacare that were
scheduled to become
effective January 1, 2014.
Coincidentally, on the
date of publication of the
newsletter, the Obama
administration
announced a one-year
delay in the requirement
that employers with 50
or more employees
provide health insurance
to their employees or
face penalties. Since the
determination whether
an employer has 50 or

more employees
includes a 6 month
“look back” from the
last plan renewal, this
delay will provide
planning time for
employers to
determine whether to
adjust their workforce
in response to the
law’s requirements.

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL
2015! Determine your
status as soon as
possible and, if
necessary, plan for
increased costs.

The mandated
individual coverage
and other provisions
still will be effective
on January 1, 2014.
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GOOD NEWS FOR AMERICANS OWNING REAL
PROPERTY IN MEXICO, By D. Rob Burris, Esq.
It may finally happen - foreigners may finally be able to own real
property in the “Restricted Zone” without the use of a Mexican bank
trust (“fideicomiso”). Recently, a Constitutional Commission of the
Mexican Federal Congress voted in favor of an amendment to the Mexican
Constitution which will allow foreigners to directly own real property
located within 65 miles of the international border and 30 miles from the
coastline, i.e. the “Restricted Zone”.
Currently, foreigners cannot directly hold title to real property in the
Restricted Zone but rather must use a bank trust or acquire title through a
Mexican corporate entity, i.e. limited liability company, corporation, etc.
Before it can take effect, the proposed amendment must be ratified by
the Mexican Congress and Senate and then signed by the President.
Nevertheless, the amendment marks one of many changes the Mexican
government is trying to implement in order to promote and encourage foreign investment in
Mexico.
The amendment, if passed, is likely to reduce the use of fideicomisos which will reduce trust
management fees and other costs incurred by foreigners when purchasing and holding property
within the Restricted Zone. The amendment will also allow transactions to be completed more
quickly as foreigners will own property directly, thus cutting out the formalities required by
banking institutions presently offering the fideicomisos.

MEET THE STAFF—Susan Smith, Receptionist/
Bookkeeper, By Sally Myers, Office Administrator
We would like to introduce you to the
exceptional staff working at MMGM.
From this month on, we hope you enjoy
getting to know each of our dedicated
and hard-working staff members.
Susan Smith joined the law firm in 1994,
serving as both bookkeeper and receptionist.
Susan manages the busy front desk taking
care of the phones and all visitors while
simultaneously performing all of the
day-to-day bookkeeping including the
accounts payable, accounts receivable,
reconciling the firm’s client trust and business
operating accounts, and client billing.

Having been with Monroe, McDonough,
Goldschmidt, &
Molla, PLLC for many
years, Susan also
serves as its historian,
and is able to recall
past information for
clients, employees,
vendors, and other
professionals that the
firm interacts with on
a daily basis.
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NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAMS IN
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS By Michael Shupe, Esq.
The recent jury verdict in the Trayvon Martin murder trial signified a conclusion to a
tragic storyline that began in a Florida subdivision in February 2012. Since news of the
fatal shooting broke, it is a storyline with cultural and political underpinnings that has
garnered the focus and attention of all media outlets.
However, there is another storyline that went largely unnoticed that should serve as a
cautionary tale for all common interest communities: Neighborhood Watch programs
can expose a homeowners association to significant liability if not properly formed and
operated. George Zimmerman was a Neighborhood Watch volunteer for The Retreat at
Twin Lakes Homeowners Association, and the Association reached a settlement in
April 2013 with Trayvon Martin’s parents in the wrongful death lawsuit they filed
against the Association, paying the parents more than $1 million.
An active and organized Neighborhood Watch program in a community can provide
numerous benefits. Such a program can be a significant deterrent to many
would-be criminals who seek out the dark or otherwise unmonitored places in our
communities where access to vehicles, yards, common areas, and the homes themselves can yield a quick score
and an easy getaway. Neighborhood Watch programs can also help foster involvement and good relationships
among the homeowners in a community, and provide a valuable resource to pinpointing areas where security
may be enhanced.
However, as the Martin tragedy also shows, Neighborhood Watch programs can be difficult to manage when
volunteers, who may have a different vision of what the term “watch” entails, can subject the Association to
significant liability for their own independent action.
Nevertheless, given the benefits of Neighborhood Watch programs, like the examples above, it is common for
homeowners to form such groups, and in turn to seek out the support of their homeowners association,
financially and administratively. In some cases, a Board of Directors might organize a Neighborhood Watch
program and operate it as a committee of the Board. Following are guidelines for homeowners associations that
have or are considering Neighborhood Watch programs:
Non-Affiliation. The Neighborhood Watch Program should not be a function of the Association’s regular
operations. Thus, such programs should not be a committee of the Board, or a committee of members that is
operated within the Association’s governance structure. Instead, the Neighborhood Watch group should be a
completely separate group of organized homeowners not affiliated with the homeowners association.
Independence. The Neighborhood Watch group should not be under the control of the Association, its
Board, any committee, or the managing agent. The homeowners involved should meet separately, and conduct
business independently from the association. The Neighborhood Watch organizers and leaders should not be
Board members.
Limited financial support. The association can provide limited funds to the Neighborhood Watch group
if authorized in the CC&Rs. (Most CC&Rs have a provision on “purpose or use of assessments” that states the
specific uses for the association’s assessment income. The provision typically authorizes any expense that is
for the “good and welfare of the members.”) It is understandable that funds may be needed as seed money to
finance initial mailings, and similar functions. The association should require that such requests for funding
be made in writing to the Board, to be considered at a Board meeting, and approved by appropriate motion,
discussion and vote, recorded in the Association’s minutes, with clarity as to how the funds are to be used and a
statement that the Neighborhood Watch group is independent of the homeowners association.
If you have any questions about this article or have a suggestion for a future article, please email me at
mshupe@mmgm-law.com.
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MORTGAGE TERMS PROTECTION
By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
One would expect that when they go to a mortgage broker for
a real estate loan the broker would be looking out for the best
interest of the borrower and search for the best mortgage
terms possible. Without a doubt, that is normally the case,
but not always.
That is changing for the better due to recent federal enactments meant to protect the consumer. On July 23, 2013 the
newly appointed Director of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB), Richard Cordray, filed a suit
against a mortgage company and some of its officers for
participating in a scheme to pay illegal financial bonuses
quarterly to loan officers who referred consumers into mortgages with higher, less
favorable, interest rates contrary to the recently enacted legislation.
Director Cordray indicated that for years before the recent mortgage crises, loan
originators often steered consumers into mortgages with terms that were less
favorable to the consumer but more profitable for the loan originator. CFPB is
attempting to bring such practices to an end. As of early 2011, new amended federal
legislation prohibits any person from compensating a loan originator based on the
terms or conditions of a mortgage loan.
The mortgage company just sued by CFPB originated approximately $1.3 billion
in loans in 2012 and does business in 22 states. CFPB alleges that the quarterly
bonuses were paid to more than 150 Castle & Cooke loan officers. The bonuses
ranged from $6,100 to $8,700. Allegedly, loan officers working for Castle & Cooke
that did not steer their clients into the less favorable loans did not receive quarterly
bonuses.
In the litigation filed by CFPB, CFPB is requesting that the consumers affected by
such illegal steering receive restitution. Additionally, Castle & Cook could be found
responsible for a penalty of $5,000 for each violation, or $25,000 if the alleged
violations are determined to have been done recklessly, or penalties up to
$1,000,000 each if the violations are proven to be knowing violations. This could
result in a massive judgment if the allegations of CFPB prove to be factual.
The moral of this story is to do your best to be an informed borrower. Know what
products are available. Check rates with more than one source and attempt to deal
with a person you believe to be reputable.
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REBOOTING YOUR BRAIN
By Negatu Molla, Esq.
Our IT Director, Frank King AKA, resident computer guru, frequently
says that many issues with slow computers can be cured with a quick
reboot – <CTL><ALT><DEL>. Voilà your slow lethargic computer
has a new lease on life. Likewise our brain, much like a computer, can
benefit from regular daily reboots that quick naps provide. A study at
NASA on sleepy military pilots and astronauts found that a 40-minute
nap improved performance by 34% and alertness 100%. Sleep in
general has several health benefits including stronger bones and
memory but napping is special. Just a 20 minute daytime daily nap
boosts alertness, improves learning and increases creativity and
productivity.
Several historical figures including Thomas Edison, Leonardo da Vinci,
Connie Mack, Winston Churchill, Napoleon Bonaparte,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan, John D. Rockefeller, Gene Autry
and John F Kennedy have been known to take naps throughout the day.
With today’s hectic lifestyle, we may need naps now more than ever.
http://www.sleepfoundation.org/article/sleep-topics/napping
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/11/nap-benefits-national-napping-day_n_2830952.html
http://www.businessweek.com/stories/2006-11-26/napping-your-way-to-the-top

MARK YOUR CALENDAR—Tucson August Events
1-25—The Incredible Spider Guy
1-31—Museum as Sanctuary: Giving
Voice to Tucson’s Refugees
3-31—Apple Annie’s Peach Mania and
Apple Harvest Celebration

20—Tucson’s Birthday Flag Raising Ceremony
24—Salsa and Tequila Challenge
29—HOCO Fest
31—95th Sonoita Labor Day Rodeo

4—Rock ‘N’ Blues Fest
9-11—65th Annual Vigilante Days
9-11—USA BMX Southwest Nationals
12—Meteor Mania at Kitt Peak
12-29—Padres Minor League Baseball
14-18—Tucson Bird & Wildlife Festival
15—C.J. Shane and the Cordials
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ARIZONA FASCINATING FACTS

Spanish Franciscan friar Marcos
de Niza was the first European to
explore Arizona. He entered the
area in 1539 in search of the
mythical Seven Cities of Gold.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

4578 N. First Avenue
Suite 160
Tucson, AZ 85718

MMGM is a real estate and business law firm. The attorneys
and staff at Monroe McDonough Goldschmidt & Molla
believe that each client must experience the difference that genuine care and concern can make. We strive to achieve the client's
objectives while delivering unwavering personal service in an
honest, aggressive and comprehensive manner. We refer to this
as our Clients for Life program. MMGM provides
outstanding counsel and unparalleled representation in the following areas of the law:

Phone: 520-325-2000
Fax: 520-886-3527
TucsonAzRealEstateAttorneys.com

mmgm-law.com

Real Estate Law - Personal Injury
Appeals - Arbitration and Mediation Services
Business Law and Entity Formation
Civil and Commercial Litigation - Construction Defect
Contracts - Estate Planning—Probate Law
Homeowner Association (HOA) Law
Motor Vehicle Warranty Defense
Product Liability - Transactional Law

HONEST
AGGRESSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Legal Disclaimer: The legal information presented in
this Newsletter should not be construed to be formal
legal advice, nor the formation of a lawyer or
attorney client relationship. Any results set forth
herein are based upon the facts of that particular
case and do not represent a promise or guarantee.
Please contact a Lawyer for a consultation on your
particular legal matter. This Newsletter is not
intended to solicit clients for matters outside the
state of Arizona.
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